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Abstract
Perfect Maps are two-dimensional arrays in which every possible sub-array
of a certain size occurs exactly once. They are a generalisation of the de
Bruijn sequences to two dimensions and are of practical signicance in cer-
tain position location applications. In such applications the decoding prob-
lem, i.e. resolving the position of a particular sub-array within a specied
Perfect Map, is of great signicance. In this paper new constructions for
(binary) Perfect Maps and 2k-ary de Bruijn sequences are presented. These
construction methods, although not yielding Perfect Maps for new sets of
parameters, are signicant because the Maps they yield can be eciently
decoded.
1 Introduction
Perfect maps, i.e. two-dimensional arrays in which every possible rectangular
sub-array (of xed size) occurs precisely once, have been studied for some 30
years (see, for example, Reed and Stewart's 1962 paper, [23]). A number of
construction methods have been devised, [6, 7, 12] and the existence question
has recently been completely answered [15].
A number of possible applications exist for such arrays, perhaps the most
obvious of which is their use for two-dimensional position location. The
basic idea is that, if such a map is written in some way onto a planar
surface, then any device capable of examining an appropriately sized rect-
angular sub-array will be able to precisely determine its position on the
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surface. Brief mention is made of such an application by Reed and Stew-
art, [23], and a more detailed description of applications of this type can
be found in Burns and Mitchell, [3]. Before proceeding also note that, in
the one-dimensional case, similar position-detection applications have been
suggested for de Bruijn and m-sequences by a number of authors (see, for
example, Bondy and Murty, [2], Petriu et al., [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] and
Arazi, [1]).
It is worth pointing out that the position detection application does not
require the `extreme' property of Perfect Maps, namely that each sub-array
occurs exactly once. The key requirement is that each sub-array occurs at
most once. This logic has led some authors to apply the term Perfect Map in
a rather looser way to a much larger class of arrays (see, for example, Reed
and Stewart, [23]). Of particular importance in this context are the pseu-
dorandom arrays (see, for example, Nomura et al., [14], MacWilliams and
Sloane, [13] and Etzion, [6]) which have the property that each sub-array,
apart from the all-zero sub-array, occurs exactly once. Other arrays with
the property that each sub-array occurs at most once have been constructed
by Denes and Keedwell, [5] and Etzion, [6].
Although the existence problem for such arrays has been addressed by a
number of authors, the problem of decoding these arrays has virtually been
ignored (with the exception of a small amount of work on decoding de bruijn
sequences), even though its solution is essential for the position location
application. By a decoding algorithm we mean an algorithm for computing
the position of a given sub-array within a Perfect Map. In any instance the
`brute force' method is available: we could store a complete look-up table
of sub-arrays and their positions. However such a method rapidly becomes
infeasible because of prohibitive memory requirements as the arrays increase
in size. The only other results known to the authors on the array decoding
problem are those of Lloyd and Burns, [11] who present a decoding technique
for a certain special class of (binary) pseudorandom arrays.
This paper is concerned with the construction of a class of Perfect Maps
for which a decoding algorithm exists which is signicantly more ecient
than `brute force' decoding. Whilst constructions and possible applications
exist for c-ary Perfect Maps with c > 2, where a c-ary array is one with its
elements drawn from the set f0; 1; : : : ; c  1g, in this paper we are primarily
concerned with the binary case, i.e. where each array contains only elements
from the set f0; 1g.
We start by giving a description of the method of construction of these ar-
rays, which actually form a subset of the Perfect Maps of Etzion [6]. His
constructions for Perfect Maps rely on ordering special sets of sequences and
their shifts to form the columns of an array. We give an explicit description of
these ordering and shifting processes in terms of 2k-ary de Bruijn sequences.
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Our description naturally leads to a decoding method which reduces the
problem to the decoding of 2k-ary de Bruijn sequences and other related se-
quences. We next give new constructions for classes of such sequences which
allow ecient decoding. More specically, we present a decoding algorithm
which reduces the decoding of one of these 2k-ary de Bruijn sequences to
repeated decodings of a binary de Bruijn sequence of the same span. We
then briey consider some techniques for the decoding of binary de Bruijn
sequences. We conclude by combining the decoding of our Perfect Maps
and that of our sequences to produce an ecient Perfect Map decoding al-
gorithm. We indicate the complexity of the proposed decoding technique
and compare it with the `brute force' approach. We rst give the necessary
denitions and briey review the known results on Perfect Maps.
2 Formal denitions and notation
In this paper we consider c-ary m by n integer arrays, which we write as
A = (aij); (0  i  m  1; 0  j  n  1)
where each entry aij satises 0  aij  c  1.
If A is an m by n c-ary array, then we dene its u by v sub-arrays to be the
set of c-ary arrays
Ast = (a
(st)
ij ; 0  i  u  1; 0  j  v   1); 0  s  m  1; 0  t  n  1
dened by
a
(st)
ij = ai+s;j+t
where i+ s is computed modulo m and j + t is computed modulo n. Note
that throughout this paper we consider arrays and sequences `periodically',
i.e. we treat them as if they are written onto the surface of a torus or a circle
respectively.
Using the notation of Fan et al., [7], we can then dene a (m;n;u; v)-Perfect
Map, or simply a (m;n;u; v)-PM to be a c-ary m by n array (m  u, n  v)
with the property that each possible u by v c-ary array occurs exactly once
in the set of u by v sub-arrays fAst : 0  s  m   1; 0  t  n   1g. Note
that (1; n; 1; v)-PMs are simply the well-known de Bruijn sequences.
We immediately have the following result relating the parameters of a Perfect
Map.
Lemma 2.1 If A is a c-ary (m;n;u; v)-PM then
(i) m > u or m = u = 1,
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(ii) n > v or n = v = 1, and
(iii) mn = cuv:
Proof (i) is immediate on observing that if m = u then any m n array
must contain the all-zero uv sub-array either not at all or at least u times.
(ii) is similar and (iii) follows directly from the denition of perfect map. 2
As an immediate corollary we can deduce that, for the binary case (i.e.
c = 2), we must have m = 2k and n = 2uv k for some integer k.
It has recently been shown by Paterson [15], that, in the binary case, the
necessary conditions of the previous lemma are in fact sucient for the
existence of Perfect Maps.
We conclude these remarks by briey reviewing the one-dimensional ana-
logue of Perfect Maps and Pseudorandom Arrays. As we have already
observed, a (1; n; 1; v)-PM is simply a de Bruijn sequence. We then im-
mediately have the following well-known result, [4, 9, 24].
Theorem 2.2 (De Bruijn, Good, Rees) A c-ary span v de Bruijn se-
quence (i.e. a sequence of length n = cv with entries from f0; 1; : : : ; c   1g
in which every distinct c-ary v-tuple occurs exactly once) exists for every c
and v (c  2 and v  1).
In fact, the precise number of distinct de Bruijn sequences is also known.
Many construction methods have been devised for de Bruijn sequences, see,
for example, [8].
The one-dimensional analogue of a pseudorandom array is what we call a
pseudorandom sequence, and is a c-ary sequence of length n = cv 1 with the
property that every c-ary v-tuple occurs, with the exception of the all-zero
v-tuple. The following result is well-known (see, for example, [3]).
Lemma 2.3 There exists a (c 1)-to-one correspondence between the set of
c-ary span v de Bruijn sequences and the set of c-ary span v pseudorandom
sequences.
Given a span v de Bruijn sequence, the corresponding pseudorandom se-
quence is derived by deleting one of the zeros from the unique v-tuple of
zeros. Hence pseudorandom sequences exist for every choice of c and v.
Note that we shall use the term derived pseudorandom sequence throughout
to refer to the sequence obtained from a de Bruijn sequence by this zero
deletion process.
We shall be mainly interested in 2k-ary de Bruijn and pseudorandom se-
quences; we often choose to represent the elements of such sequences by
their binary expansions i.e. by binary k-tuples.
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3 A construction method for Perfect Maps
Before describing the method of construction we require one additional piece
of notation. Given a nite sequence C = (ci), (0  i  n   1), and a non-
negative integer k, we dene Tk(C) to be the cyclic shift of C by k places.
I.e. if we write (di) = Tk(C) then
di+k = ci; (0  i  n  1)
where i+ k is calculated modulo n.
We also need to consider the existence of Perfect Factors, introduced by
Etzion, [6]. A (u; k)-Perfect Factor consists of a collection of 2u k binary
sequences (cycles) of length 2k, with the property that every binary u-tuple
occurs in a unique sequence in the collection. Note that a (u; u)-Perfect
Factor is simply a binary, span u de Bruijn sequence. Etzion (Theorem 4 of
[6]) established the following key result.
Theorem 3.1 If u and k are positive integers satisfying
u < 2k  2u
then there exists a (u; k)-Perfect Factor.
We can now describe the construction method central to this paper.
Construction 3.2 Suppose u, v and k are positive integers satisfying
u+ 1  2k  2u
and
uv  2k + 1:
Suppose C0; C1; : : : C2u k 1 are the 2u k cycles of length 2k of a (u; k)-
Perfect Factor (such a Perfect Factor exists by Theorem 3.1). Let (ri),
(0  i < 2uv k), be 2k(v 1) repetitions of a 2u k-ary span v de Bruijn se-
quence (such sequences always exist by Theorem 2.2). Suppose also that (si),
(0  i < 2uv k), is 2v(u k) repetitions of a 2k-ary span v   1 pseudorandom
sequence for which the rst v  2 elements are all zeros, preceded by 2v(u k)
zeros (again such sequences always exist by Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.3).
Finally, dene the sequence (wi), (0  i < 2uv k) by
wi =
i 1X
j=0
sj mod 2
k;
where w0 = 0.
Now dene a 2k2uv k array by letting it have column i (0  i  2uv k 1)
be equal to Twi(Cri), i.e. the ith column consists of the cycle Cri of the
chosen Perfect Factor cyclically shifted by wi places.
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Before proving that the above construction yields Perfect Maps, we need the
following.
Lemma 3.3 The sequence (wi) dened in Construction 3.2 satises
w2uv k 1 + s2uv k 1  w0  0 (mod 2k):
Proof By denition
w2uv k 1 
2uv k 2X
j=0
sj (mod 2
k):
But (si) is nothing more than 2
v(u k) repetitions of a 2k-ary span v   1
pseudorandom sequence (preceded by a collection of zeros). Hence
2uv k 2X
j=0
sj = 2
v(u k)S   s2uv k 1
where S is the sum of the elements of such a pseudorandom sequence. It
should be clear that a 2k-ary span v   1 pseudorandom sequence contains
each of the elements of the set f0; 1; : : : ; 2k  1g precisely 2k(v 2) times each
and so
S = 2k(v 2)(1 + 2 + : : :+ (2k   1)) = 2kv k 1(2k   1)
and thus
w2uv k 1+s2uv k 1  2v(u k)2kv k 1(2k 1)  2uv k 1(2k 1) (mod 2k):
But uv   k   1  k by denition and the result follows. 2
Theorem 3.4 Suppose u, v and k are positive integers satisfying
u+ 1  2k  2u
and
uv  2k + 1:
Then a 2k2uv k array A obtained using Construction 3.2 is a (2k; 2uv k;u; v)-
PM.
Remark Observe that the condition
uv  2k + 1
is trivially satised given v > 1 (except for the single case v = 2 and u = k).
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Proof Suppose D is a uv binary array | we need to show that this array
occurs somewhere within the 2k  2uv k array A. Consider the v columns
d0;d1; : : : ;dv 1 of D. Each of these columns is a u-tuple and hence each
di occurs within (a unique) one of the cycles C0; C1; : : : C2u k 1 (since they
form a (u; k)-Perfect Factor); suppose that di occurs in Cei (0  i  v  1).
Moreover suppose that the rst element of di is located at element fi of Cei
(0  fi  2k   1, 0  i  v   1).
Suppose we can nd a set of v consecutive columns of A equal to
Tg0(Ce0);Tg1(Ce1); : : : ;Tgv 1(Cev 1)
where g0; g1; : : : ; gv 1 is some sequence satisfying
gi   g0  fi   f0 (mod 2k); (1  i  v   1):
Then it should be clear that these v columns will contain a copy of D. We
conclude the proof of the theorem by exhibiting the existence of such a set
of columns within A.
First note that, from the denition of Construction 3.2, the sequence (ri),
(0  i < 2uv k), is 2k(v 1) repetitions of a 2u k-ary span v de Bruijn se-
quence. Now, by denition of de Bruijn sequence, this means that each
repetition of the de Bruijn sequence making up (ri) will contain the v-tuple
(e0; e1; : : : ; ev 1) exactly once. Hence, ignoring for the moment the shift
values, the array A will contain the v-tuple of columns (Ce0 ; Ce1 ; : : : ; Cev 1)
exactly 2k(v 1) times at even intervals (of length 2v(u k)). Suppose the rst
occurrence of this v-tuple of columns is at column numbers t; t+1; : : : ; t+v 1
(where t satises 0  t < 2v(u k)), and hence all subsequent appearances
are at column numbers 2v(u k)y+ t; 2v(u k)y+ t+1; : : : ; 2v(u k)y+ t+ v  1
(0  y < 2k(v 1)), and where column numbers are reduced modulo 2uv k as
necessary.
The shift values applied to each appearance of the v-tuple of columns (Ce0 ; Ce1 ; : : : ; Cev 1)
are determined by the sequence (wi), (0  i < 2uv k). We are thus inter-
ested in the values of
wdy+t; wdy+t+1; : : : ; wdy+t+v 1; (0  y < 2k(v 1));
where d = 2v(u k). More specically, we are concerned with the values of
wdy+t+1   wdy+t; : : : ; wdy+t+v 1   wdy+t; (0  y < 2k(v 1));
since we need to nd such a tuple of values which equals
f1   f0; : : : ; fv 1   f0
for some y (0  y < 2k(v 1)). But, by denition of (wi), the above tuples of
values are equal to
sdy+t; sdy+t + sdy+t+1; : : : ; sdy+t + sdy+t+1 +   + sdy+t+v 2
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for every y (0  y < 2k(v 1)). Note that this applies even when dy+ t+ j 
2uv k since w2uv k 1 + s2uv k 1  0 (mod 2k) by Lemma 3.3.
Next observe that (si) consists of d repetitions of a pseudorandom sequence
of period 2k(v 1)   1 (preceded by d zeros), and, by denition, this pseudo-
random sequence will contain every 2k-ary non-zero (v   1)-tuple of values
precisely once. Now since 2k(v 1)   1 is co-prime to d, the tuples
sdy+t; sdy+t+1; : : : ; sdy+t+v 2
will range through the entire set of (non-zero) 2k-ary (v   1)-tuples as y
ranges from 1 up to 2k(v 1) 1 (this remains true even when dy+t+j  2uv k
since we assumed that the rst v 2 elements of the pseudorandom sequence
used to constitute (si) are all zeros). Hence the tuples
sdy+t; sdy+t + sdy+t+1; : : : ; sdy+t + sdy+t+1 +   + sdy+t+v 2
will also range through the entire set of (non-zero) 2k-ary (v 1)-tuples as y
ranges from 1 up to 2k(v 1)  1. Finally observe that, when y = 0, the tuple
sdy+t; sdy+t+1; : : : ; sdy+t+v 2
will be identically zero (by denition | again noting that this holds since
the rst v 2 elements of the pseudorandom sequence are all zero) and hence
the tuple
st; st + st+1; : : : ; st + st+1 +   + st+v 2
will also be identically zero.
Thus, as y ranges from 0 up to 2k(v 1)   1, the (v   1)-tuples
wdy+t+1   wdy+t; : : : ; wdy+t+v 1   wdy+t
will range through every possible 2k-ary (v 1)-tuple. Hence there will exist
precisely one such tuple which equals
f1   f0; : : : ; fv 1   f0:
The result now follows. 2
Example 3.5 As an example of the above construction method, consider
the case u = 3, v = 2, k = 2 (and hence we construct a (4; 16; 3; 2)-PM).
We rst need a (3; 2)-Perfect Factor | which will contain 23 2 = 2 cycles
of length 22 = 4. The following is an example:
C0 =

0 0 0 1

; C1 =

0 1 1 1

:
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We also need a 2-ary span 2 de Bruijn sequence and a 4-ary span 1 pseudo-
random sequence, examples of which are provided by
0 0 1 1

and 
1 2 3

respectively. Hence (ri), which consists of 4 repetitions of the de Bruijn
sequence is
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

and (si), consisting of 4 repetitions of the pseudorandom sequence preceded
by 4 zeros is
0 0 0 0 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

and hence (wi) is
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 3 1 0 1 3 2 3 1

:
Using (ri) and (wi) as indicated in Construction 3.2 we arrive at the fol-
lowing (4; 16; 3; 2)-PM:0BBB@
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
1CCCA :
Construction 3.2 above generalises Theorem 1 of Ma, [12], whose construc-
tion corresponds to the special case k = u. Construction 3.2 yields Per-
fect Maps for every parameter set satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.4.
These are exactly the conditions on the parameters imposed by Etzion in
[6]; indeed our Perfect Maps are actually a subset of those produced by the
method of Etzion. The main signicance of the above construction is that
it enables us to nd means of decoding these arrays which are signicantly
more ecient than brute force techniques.
4 The decoding technique
We now describe a decoding algorithm for the above class of Perfect Maps.
Suppose A is a (2k; 2uv k;u; v)-PM obtained from Construction 3.2. The de-
coding algorithm described here requires the use of decoding algorithms for
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the three combinatorial objects used to construct A; we start by dening the
function of these algorithms|ecient implementations will be considered in
subsequent sections.
Let C0; C1; : : : ; C2u k 1 be the (u; k)-Perfect Factor used to construct A.
Now suppose that the function
F1 : f0; 1gu ! f0; 1; : : : ; 2u k   1g
maps a binary u-tuple onto the number of the cycle of the Perfect Factor
which contains it, i.e., given a binary u-tuple h, F1(h) = i if and only if Ci
contains h. The related function
F2 : f0; 1gu ! f0; 1; : : : ; 2k   1g
indicates the position of a u-tuple within the cycle in which it is to be found.
More formally, if the binary u-tuple h is located in a cycle
(c0; c1; : : : ; c2k 1)
such that the rst element of h corresponds to cj , then F2(h) = j.
We dene functions G and H1 to respectively be decoding algorithms for the
2u k-ary span v de Bruijn sequence and the 2k-ary span v 1 pseudorandom
sequence used to construct A. Hence the function
G : f0; 1; : : : ; 2u k   1gv ! f0; 1; : : : ; 2(u k)v   1g
is dened so that, given a 2u k-ary v-tuple a, G(a) is equal to the position
within the de Bruijn sequence at which a is to be found. Similarly, the
function
H1 : f0; 1; : : : ; 2k   1gv 1 ! f0; 1; : : : ; 2k(v 1)   2g
is dened so that, given a 2k-ary (v   1)-tuple b, H1(b) is equal to the
position within the pseudorandom sequence at which b is to be found.
Finally we dene the function
H2 : f0; 1; : : : ; 2k(v 1)   2g ! f0; 1; : : : ; 2k   1g
by
H2(j) =
(
0 if j = 0Pj 1
i=0 j mod 2
k if 1  j  2k(v 1)   2
where (i), (0  i  2k(v 1)   2) is the 2k-ary span v   1 pseudorandom
sequence used in the construction of A.
We now describe how the functions F1, F2, G, H1 and H2 can be used to
decode A. Suppose D is a uv binary array with columns d0;d1; : : : ;dv 1.
Then the following algorithm can be used to locate the position of D within
A.
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Algorithm 4.1 The algorithm involves three main steps, as follows.
1. Let
g = G(F1(d0); F1(d1); : : : ; F1(dv 1))
and
h = H1(F2(d0)  F2(d1); F2(d1)  F2(d2); : : : ; F2(dv 2)  F2(dv 1))
(unless
F2(d1)  F2(d0) = F2(d2)  F2(d1) =    = F2(dv 1)  F2(dv 2) = 0
in which case set h =  1).
2(a). If h =  1 then let y = g.
2(b). If h  0 then, using the Euclidean Algorithm (or by any other means),
obtain the unique solution y0 (in the range 0 to 2uv k  2v(u k)  1) to
the simultaneous congruences:
y0  g (mod 2v(u k));
y0  h (mod 2k(v 1)   1);
nally let y = y0 + 2v(u k).
The value y will now be equal to the number of the column of A in
which the rst column of D appears.
3(a). If h =  1 then let
x = F2(d0):
3(b). If h  0 then suppose y0 = (2k(v 1)   1) + h. Then let
x = 2kv k 1(2k   1) +H2(h) + F2(d0) mod 2k:
The value x will now be equal to the number of the row of A in which
the rst row of D appears. This completes the decoding process.
Proof of correctness Suppose X and Y are the numbers of the row
and column in A (respectively) in which the rst row and rst column of D
appear.
1. It is elementary to verify that Y  g (mod 2v(u k)). The interpreta-
tion of h is a little more complex. If h =  1 then the rst column of D
lies in one of columns 0; 1; : : : ; 2v(u k) 1 of A. If h  0, then we know
that the rst column of D lies in one of columns 2v(u k); 2v(u k) +
1; : : : ; 2uv k  1 of A and that, if we let Y 0 = Y   2v(u k), then Y 0  h
(mod 2k(v 1)   1).
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2(a). The reason for this step should be clear from the discussion under (1)
above.
2(b). Since Y  g (mod 2v(u k)) it immediately follows that we also have
Y 0  g (mod 2v(u k)). Hence the algorithm correctly solves for Y 0
and hence for Y .
3(a). In this case it should be clear that the column of A containing the rst
column of D will be an unshifted version of the cycle from the Perfect
Factor, and hence X = F2(d0).
3(b). The value of  indicates the number of times a complete copy of the
pseudorandom sequence has been added to the shift value applied to
the column of A containing the rst column of D. The value of h
indicates the number of extra elements of the pseudorandom sequence
also added to this shift value. Hence
X = S +H2(h) + F2(d0) mod 2
k;
where S represents the sum of the elements in the pseudorandom se-
quence. But, as in the proof of Lemma 3.3,
S = 2kv k 1(2k   1)
and hence x = X. 2
Example 4.2 As an example of this decoding method we reconsider the
4 16 array constructed in Example 3.5. Suppose
D =
0B@ 1 01 0
1 0
1CA :
Then we have
d0 =

1 1 1

; d1 =

0 0 0

:
Now F1(d0) = F1(111) = 1 and F1(d1) = F1(000) = 0. Hence g = G(10) =
3. Similarly, F2(d0) = F2(111) = 1 and F2(d1) = F2(000) = 0, and hence
h = H1(1  0) = H1(1) = 0. We therefore have
y0  3 (mod 4)
and
y0  0 (mod 3);
and hence y0 = 3. This gives y = y0 + 4 = 7.
To compute x observe that y0 = 3 = 13+0, i.e.  = 1. In addition observe
that H2(h) = H2(0) = 0. Hence
x = 2kv k 1(2k   1) +H2(h) + F2(d0) = 1 2 3 + 0 + 1 = 3 mod 4:
Hence the top left hand corner of D is to be found in column 7, row 3 of A.
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5 Construction and decoding of 2k-ary de Bruijn
sequences
In this section we present a new construction which builds a 2k-ary span v
sequence from many copies of a binary span v sequence in a well dened
way. The technique allows us to specify a decoding algorithm which reduces
the decoding of a 2k-ary sequence to k decodings of the binary sequence.
The constructions and algorithms given here can easily be generalised to
sequences over alphabets of arbitrary size, but we omit the details. We also
briey consider the decoding problem for binary de Bruijn sequences.
Construction 5.1 Let b1, b2 and v be positive integers. Let S
1 = (s1i ) be a
2b1-ary span v de Bruijn sequence and let S2 = (s2i ) be a 2
b2-ary span v de
Bruijn sequence. Suppose that both sequences begin with v zeros. Let (S2)0
denote the pseudorandom sequence derived from S2.
Construct a binary array A with b1+b2 rows and 2
(b1+b2)v columns as follows:
the rst b1 rows of A consist of the binary representations of 2
b2v copies of
S1, and the last b2 rows of A consists of the binary representation of a run
of 2b1v zeros followed by 2b1v copies of (S2)0.
Theorem 5.2 Given positive integers b1, b2 and v, let A be an array ob-
tained from sequences S1, S2 using Construction 5.1. Let S = (si) be the
2b1+b2-ary sequence where si has a binary representation with least signi-
cant bit the rst entry in the ith column of A, second least signicant bit the
second entry in the ith column of A, and so on. Then S is a 2b1+b2-ary span
v de Bruijn sequence beginning with v zeros.
Note Because of the ordering of bits specied in the Theorem, the b1 least
signicant bits of the binary representations of the terms of (S) are derived
solely from the terms of sequence S1. Likewise the b2 most signicant bits
of the binary representations of the terms of (S) are derived solely from the
terms of sequence S1.
Proof Given an arbitrary 2b1+b2-ary v-tuple, we need to nd an i such
that the v-tuple occurs in positions i; i + 1; : : : ; i + v   1 of the sequence
derived from A. Equivalently, given an arbitrary binary (b1+ b2) v matrix
B, we must nd an i such that B occurs as the submatrix of A occupying
columns i; i+ 1; : : : ; i+ v   1.
We write B =
 
C
D
!
where C is an b1  v array and D is an b2  v array.
Since S1 is a de Bruijn sequence, S1 contains a v-tuple corresponding to C
in some positions x; x+ 1; : : : ; x+ v  1 with 0  x  2b1v   1. We consider
two cases.
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When D is the all-zero matrix, B will occur beginning at position x in A
since the rst 2b1v columns of A are formed from one copy of the de Bruijn
sequence S1 and a run of 2b1v zeros, and since (S2)0 begins with v  1 zeros.
Suppose now thatD is not identically zero. Then the sequence (S2)0 contains
a v-tuple corresponding to D in some positions y; y + 1; : : : ; y + v   1, with
0  y  2b2v   2. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem we can solve the
system
i  x (mod 2b1v)
i  y (mod 2b2v   1)
uniquely for i with 0  i < 2b1v(2b2v   1). Finally we deduce from the
construction of A that B occurs beginning in column i+ 2b1v of A. 2
Example 5.3 As an example of the above construction method, consider
the case b1 = b2 = 1 and v = 2. Let
S1 = S2 =

0 0 1 1

and then
(S2)0 =

0 1 1

:
Construction 5.1 now gives
A =
 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
!
and we obtain the following 4-ary span 2 de Bruijn sequence:
0 0 1 1 0 2 3 1 2 2 1 3 2 0 3 3

:
It is clear how Construction 5.1 can be used repeatedly to generate a 2k-
ary de Bruijn sequence from binary sequences of the same span. There are
many ways to combine intermediate sequences to produce a nal sequence;
we introduce a family of binary trees to describe the possibilities.
Let k be a positive integer and dene a set of binary trees Tk as follows.
The highest vertex of each tree T is labelled k, and the two vertices directly
below a vertex labelled t have labels that are positive integers summing to
t. The lowest vertices of each tree T (called the leaves) all have labels equal
to 1. We shall distinguish between the left and right subtrees at a vertex of
T . We next dene a tree traversing algorithm applicable to the trees in Tk
which indicates how Construction 5.1 is used on intermediate sequences to
form a nal 2k-ary de Bruijn sequence.
Inputs to the algorithm are: a tree T in Tk and a span v binary de Bruijn
sequence S. In traversing the tree, we store a sequence at each vertex and
the algorithm terminates with a 2k-ary span v de Bruijn sequence stored at
the vertex labelled k.
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Algorithm 5.4 (Sequence Generation)
store the sequence S at each vertex of T labelled with a 1;
set current vertex to be that with label k;
repeat while (there is no sequence stored at the vertex labelled k)
if (both vertices below current vertex contain sequences) then
join the two sequences using Construction 5.1 with se-
quence S1 equal to the sequence at the head of the left
subtree and sequence S2 equal to the sequence at the
head of the right;
if (current vertex does not have label k)
move up the tree to the next higher vertex;
else
go down leftmost subtree whose head vertex does not
already contain a sequence;
Note that the left-right ordering of branches in a particular tree is of impor-
tance in determining the nal sequence obtained with the algorithm. The
set of trees Tk together with the above algorithm then denes the set of pos-
sible repeated applications of Construction 5.1 to produce a 2k-ary sequence
from the sequence S.
We do not discuss here the best choice of tree leading to the fastest or most
memory ecient production of sequences; rather we next concentrate on
how the trees in Tk can be used to dene a decoding algorithm for 2
k ary
sequences. Below we give a recursive algorithm having inputs a tree T in Tk,
a span v binary de Bruijn sequence S and a 2k-ary v-tuple which we represent
as a kv binary matrix, Z, having rows z1; : : : ; zk. Our algorithm computes
the position of Z in the sequence obtained using tree T and sequence S in
Algorithm 5.4. In traversing the tree T , we store intermediate positions at
the vertices | the algorithm terminates on returning the position x of Z.
A secondary algorithm is invoked to decode the binary v-tuples zi in S |
thus decoding the 2k-ary sequence is reduced to k decodings of a binary
sequence. We briey discuss below some possible secondary algorithms.
Algorithm 5.5 (Sequence Decoding)
set current vertex to be that with label k;
set i = 1;
x =decode(current vertex);
procedure decode(current vertex)
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if (current vertex label is 1) then
let x be the decoding of the binary v-tuple zi in S ob-
tained using a secondary algorithm;
increment i;
return (x);
else
let bl; br denote the labels of left and right vertices below
current vertex respectively;
let xl = decode(left vertex);
let xr = decode(right vertex);
if (xr = 0) then
return(xl);
else
using the Euclidean Algorithm solve the sys-
tem
x  xl (mod 2blv)
x  xr   1 (mod 2brv   1)
with 0  x < 2blv(2brv   1);
return(x+ 2blv);
The correctness of this algorithm follows immediately from the proof of
Theorem 5.2.
We now discuss the eciency of Algorithm 5.5. In traversing a tree T in Tk,
the algorithm makes at most k 1 uses of the Euclidean algorithm, which can
be implemented very eciently. The main overhead is therefore in making
k uses of the secondary algorithm to decode sequence S, a span v binary de
Bruijn sequence. The simplest (and fastest) technique for decoding such a
sequence is to store a complete look-up table, requiring the storage of v2v
bits. Recent work in [16] has shown that a restricted class of de Bruijn
sequences can be decoded using 2v bits of storage and time linear in v.
However, for speed and simplicity, our calculations in subsequent sections
will be based on the storage for a complete look-up table. In memory critical
applications, the work of [16], or a Feedback shift register implementation
analogous to the work of Petriu et al. ([19, 22]), can be used to obtain further
reductions in the quoted storage requirements.
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6 A combined decoding technique and its eciency
In this section we combine Algorithm 4.1 and the results and algorithms of
Section 5 to produce a decoding algorithm for Perfect Maps which is time
ecient and has markedly better storage requirements than the brute force
decoding method.
We start by considering ecient implementations for each of the functions
F1, F2, G, H1 and H2 of Algorithm 4.1. In order to use the results of
Section 5, we restrict the de Bruijn and pseudorandom sequences used in
Construction 3.2 to be of the type produced in Section 5. We therefore
consider a smaller class of Perfect Maps than that of Construction 3.2.
F1 This function requires a look-up table having 2
u entries, each of which
contains a (u   k)-bit number; hence the function requires 2u(u   k)
bits of space.
F2 Similarly this function requires 2
uk bits of space.
G This function is a decoder for a 2u k-ary span v de Bruijn sequence.
Using the techniques of section 5, an ecient decoder G can be ob-
tained using around v2v bits of storage (there is some extra storage
associated with the tree used to dene the 2u k-ary sequence).
H1 As for G, this function can be implemented using about (v   1)2v 1
bits of storage.
H2 Recall that H2(j) is dened as
H2(j) =
8><>:
0 if j = 0
j 1P
i=0
i mod 2
k if 1  j  2k(v 1)   2
where (i) is a 2
k-ary span v   1 pseudorandom sequence beginning
with v   2 zeros. Suppose that (i) is derived from a span v   1 de
Bruijn sequence (i) commencing with v   1 zeros. Then in fact
H2(j) =
jX
i=0
i mod 2
k for 0  j  2k(v 1)   2
Suppose further that (i) is derived from an application of Algorithm
5.4 with tree T and span v   1 binary de Bruijn sequence S = (si).
Then (i) is made up in a well dened way from the repetition of span
v 1 de Bruijn and pseudorandom sequences whose sums over a period
can be calculated by arguments similar to that of Lemma 3.3. We use
the structure of (i) to reduce the problem of computing H2(j) to the
problem of summing along intermediate sequences. The reduction is
made clear in the following:
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Lemma 6.1 Suppose Construction 5.1 is used to produce a 2bl+br -ary
span v  1 de Bruijn sequence (i) from 2bl-ary and 2br -ary sequences
Sl = (sli) and S
r = (sri ) respectively. Let H2(j) be as above and dene
H l2(j) =
Pj
i=0 s
l
i mod 2
bl+br and Hr2(j) =
Pj
i=0 s
r
i mod 2
bl+br . Then if
pl = j mod 2
bl(v 1);
ql = j div 2
bl(v 1);
pr = (j   2bl(v 1)) mod 2br(v 1)   1; and
qr = (j   2bl(v 1)) div 2br(v 1)   1
we have
H2(j) =
8><>:
H l2(j) if 0  j  2bl(v 1)   1
H l2(pl) + ql2
bl(v 1) 1(2bl   1)
+2bl(Hr2(pr + 1) + qr2
br(v 1) 1(2br   1)) mod 2bl+br otherwise
Proof The least signicant bl bits of the binary representation of
H2(j) are the bl least signicant bits of the sum of ql repetitions of S
l
and the rst pl terms of S
l. Using the same argument as in Lemma 3.3,
the sum of the terms of Sl is 2bl(v 1) 1(2bl   1). When j  2bl(v 1),
the most signicant br bits of H2(j) arise from the most signicant
br bits of the previous sum added to the sum of qr copies of S
r and
the terms sr1; s
r
2; : : : ; s
r
pr+1 of S
r. When 0  j  2bl(v 1)   1, the most
signicant br bits of H2(j) arise solely from the most signicant br bits
of the previous sum. 2
Since i is produced using Algorithm 5.4, we know that the sums
along intermediate sequences may also be obtained by combining sums
along lower intermediate sequences using Lemma 6.1. We can therefore
reduce the calculation of H2(j) until we are faced with the problem of
repeated summing along the binary sequence S. This is achieved by
dening a table U by
U(j) =
jP
i=0
si mod 2
k for 0  j  2v 1   1
requiring storage of k2v 1 bits. We give a recursive algorithm whose
inputs are the tree T , table U and index j and which returns the value
of H2(j). The correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemma 6.1.
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Algorithm 6.2 (calculation of H2(j))
H2(j) = sum(j; vertex with label k);
procedure sum(i, current vertex)
if (current vertex has label 1) then
return (U(i));
else
let bl; br denote the labels of left and right vertices
below current vertex respectively;
if (0  i  2bl(v 1)   1) then
return (sum(i, left vertex));
else
let pl = i mod 2
bl(v 1);
let ql = i div 2
br(v 1);
let pr = (i  2bl(v 1)) mod 2br(v 1)   1;
let qr = (i  2bl(v 1)) div 2br(v 1)   1;
let H l2 =sum(pl, left vertex);
let Hr2 =sum(pr + 1, right vertex);
return (H l2 + ql2
bl(v 1) 1(2bl   1)
+2bl(Hr2 + qr2
br(v 1) 1(2br   1)) mod 2k);
Combining the storage for the above implementations whilst ignoring any
storage associated with trees T , we deduce that the total space, SA required
for Algorithm 4.1 is given in bits by
SA = 2
u(u  k) + 2uk + v2v + (v   1)2v 1 + k2v 1
which simplies to
SA = u2
u + (k + 3v   1)2v 1 (1)
We note that each use of Algorithm 4.1 requires v uses of F1 and F2 (simple
look-ups) and one use each of G, H1 and H2 (requiring only simple modular
arithmetic and multiple look-ups during a tree traversal). Hence the time
complexity of our decoder will be very small, and we need only consider its
storage requirements.
The calculations for the `brute force' or direct look-up table approach are
somewhat simpler. In this case, if we suppose the look-up table is to be used
to decode a (2k; 2uv k;u; v)-PM, the look-up table will contain as entries
all the possible u  v sub-arrays, and each entry will contain the required
positional information. Hence the table will contain 2uv entries, each of
uv bits. Thus the total space, SB required for the brute force decoding
algorithm is given by
SB = uv2
uv: (2)
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Hence, by comparing Equations 1 and 2, and noting that k  u, it is clear
that Algorithm 4.1 coupled with the above implementations of functions F1,
F2, G, H1 and H2 will be better than the brute force approach when u and
v are not too small.
As an example consider the values of SA and SB for the case u = 5, v = 5
and k = 4, i.e. for a (16; 221; 5; 5)-PM. Then we have
SA = u2
u + (k + 3v   1)2v 1
= 5 25 + 18 24
= 160 + 288 = 448
Clearly at this level, the storage associated with trees in our algorithms
should be taken into account. In any case
SB = uv2
uv
= 5 5 255
= 25 33554432 = 838; 860; 800
and hence, in this case, Algorithm 4.1 gives a huge saving in space (from
105 Mbytes to 56 bytes).
7 Areas for further study
The method of construction and the associated decoding algorithm described
in this paper raise a number of further questions. We consider some of them
briey.
 First and foremost amongst these is whether ecient decoding algo-
rithms for Perfect Maps of parameters dierent from those described
here can be devised. It would certainly be of practical signicance to
produce decoding algorithms for `square' Perfect Maps of the parame-
ters which have been constructed by Fan et al., [7], and for the Perfect
Maps constructed in [15].
 It appears likely that the construction and decoding algorithm pre-
sented in this paper can be generalised in a number of dierent ways,
in particular to cover the c-ary and multi-dimensional cases. In this
latter respect note that three-dimensional Perfect Maps have previ-
ously been constructed by Ivanyi, [10].
 Another possible generalisation of the above construction might be to
generate `Sub-Perfect Maps', i.e. arrays where each u by v sub-array
occurs at most once (as mentioned in the introduction). One possi-
ble approach of this type would involve replacing the Perfect Factor
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(Ci) used in Construction 3.2 with a `Sub-Perfect' Factor, i.e. a set
of sequences of equal length in which every v-tuple occurs at most
once. It is certainly true that Etzion's construction, [6], does admit
generalisations and modications of this type.
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